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Some drivers speed aggressively. Drivers may follow too closely, make sudden turns without signaling, or
weave in and out of traffic. Aggressive drivers are known road hazards, causing one third of all traffic crashes.
Skills That Put You in Control Before you get behind the wheel of that two-ton frame of glass and steel, here
are some tips to help you stay in control: Staying focused on driving â€” and only driving â€” is critical to safe
driving. People who have been driving for a while can get overconfident in their driving abilities and let their
driving skills get sloppy. All drivers need to remind themselves to stay focused. Being alert not sleepy or
under the influence allows you to react quickly to potential problems â€” like when the driver in the car ahead
slams on the brakes at the last minute. Driving while drowsy has the same effect and is one of the leading
causes of crashes. So rest up before your road trip. Watch out for the other guy. You are cautious, yet ready to
take action and not put your fate in the hands of other drivers. According to the U. Following these defensive
driving tips can help reduce your risk behind the wheel: Leave plenty of space between you and the car in
front. Always lock your doors and wear your seatbelt to protect you from being thrown from the car in a crash.
Be aware of your surroundings â€” pay attention. Check your mirrors frequently and scan conditions 20 to 30
seconds ahead of you. Keep your eyes moving. If a vehicle is showing signs of aggressive driving, slow down
or pull over to avoid it. Also, keep an eye on pedestrians, bicyclists, and pets along the road. Do not depend on
other drivers. Be considerate of others but look out for yourself. Do not assume another driver is going to
move out of the way or allow you to merge. Assume that drivers will run through red lights or stop signs and
be prepared to react. Plan your movements anticipating the worst-case scenario. Follow the 3- to 4-second
rule. Since the greatest chance of a collision is in front of you, using the 3- to 4-second rule will help you
establish and maintain a safe following distance and provide adequate time for you to brake to a stop if
necessary. In bad weather, increase your following distance an additional second for each condition such as
rain, fog, nighttime driving, or following a large truck or motorcycle. Keep your speed down. Posted speed
limits apply to ideal conditions. In addition, higher speeds make controlling your vehicle that much more
difficult if things go wrong. To maintain control of your vehicle, you must control your speed. Have an escape
route. In all driving situations, the best way to avoid potential dangers is to position your vehicle where you
have the best chance of seeing and being seen. Having an alternate path of travel also is essential, so always
leave yourself an out â€” a place to move your vehicle if your immediate path of travel is suddenly blocked.
Your goal is to avoid having to deal with too many risks at the same time. A distraction is any activity that
diverts your attention from the task of driving. Driving deserves your full attention â€” so stay focused on the
driving task. Many states keep a list of approved defensive driving course providers, and lots of these offer
online programs.
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How can I help her make smart decisions about getting a card? Still, college students are a big source of
revenue for credit card companies. The free-spending mentality of new cardholders gets many students into
trouble. Before your daughter signs on for a card, help her search for one with a low interest rate and no
annual fee with our student credit card finder. Understand the terms of the card. Know the interest rate, the
fees and the payment schedule. Beware of 0 percent teaser rates. When the introductory rate is over, the
interest rate will swell and so will her balance. Know what the " go-to rate " is. Play with interest rates. To
show your daughter how debt can accrue thanks to interest, plug some hypothetical numbers into our credit
card calculators for some examples. If she does, her credit card balance will balloon with interest charges.
That takes us to our next tip: To avoid costly interest charges, she should try to pay her bill in full each month.
Instead of a traditional credit card, another option to consider is a secured credit card. If she fails to make
payments on the card, the issuer will already have the deposited funds as collateral. You may also want to
keep an eye out for pending federal legislation that would limit the total credit that can be given to college
students. The bill would amend the Truth in Lending Act and require card issuers to get proof of income from
college borrowers before offering a card. Banks tightening their lending standards , Compare student credit
cards , To co-sign or not to co-sign Meet CreditCards. Monday through Saturday, CreditCards. Ask a question
, or click on any expert to see their previous answers.
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When I was on the ice I knew what was going on in both my own players heads and my opponents. I had the
tools and I used them all with great success. In this article I will try to show you a few easy skills, and a few
difficult skills that can greatly increase your ability to play defense and love of the game. Defense is typically
for the grinders and fighters, guys who want the big hits and the big shots. But there will always be 2 or 3
defensemen on every team who play for the true meaning of the position. The purpose of defense is to stop
anything and everything from getting remotely close to the net and to be able to set up and assist their
forwards. Big hits are part of playing defense, however I have seen the following scenario too many times.
The defensemen will pinch for the big hit to make everyone cheer only to see a two, and sometimes three on
one result immediately afterwards. Big hits are a part of the game and give both the fans and players
something to talk about but always remember your main job as a defense. Stop the players, stop the pucks.
Using Your feet in Hockey Too many players only use the stick as their tools. I consider myself to have three
sticks on the ice at all times. You can hold a puck between your feet easier then any stick and they are great
tools to stop even the most complex deke. This is one skill you should always master. If your goalie has an
amazing glove but and atrocious blocker your going to want to try to keep shots to the glove side and if all
possible block any chances for a blocker side shot. A defensemen must also be talking to their goalies at all
times. Your defensive partner Just like the goalie you must know your partner and their style. I remember
playing with one defensemen that, for the life of him could not keep a puck in the offensive end. I would
always be 5 to six feet off the blue line whenever he got the puck in preparation for a 2 or 3 on 1 and it helped
my team more times then I could count. I also remember having a partner that I could rely on completely, he
would always make the plays and if I ever got caught he would back me up. Keep your eyes on the body
Never allow a forward to mesmerize you with a puck, focus on an x right between their shoulders. If you look
at players eyes or at the puck your will be beaten. Ninety percent of the arenas I have been in have a great
reflection and you can see your forwards setting up and even their forwards trying to rush you. Doing this
allows you to have a advantage and will create a lot of great passing opportunities. They want the pretty passes
and magic plays so that they can talk about them with their friends. Use this to your advantage. A key tool for
a defenseman is to be able to give that perfect passing lane to the forwards only to shut it down the minute
they try to use it. I hope you enjoyed this article about defense in hockey. Defensive hockey is very important
to learn at any stage in a hockey players life. Practicing alone is not enough to improve your game, you must
study the game and learn the proper techniques before you can utilize them on the ice.
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Government credit card holders are government employees who are not official buyers but do hold
government credit cards and the authority to make small purchases from a single source, up to 3, in most
cases. Over , federal, state, and local government employees possess credit card purchasing power. A manager
of a government office, for example, can pick up the telephone e-mail or just drive down to the local Office
Depot and buy equipment and supplies. A prospective government card holder will undoubtedly act much the
same as a commercial customer. But, Government credit card holders are encouraged to rotate their buys. Be
persistent so that the next buy goes to you, and then perform well so that you stay in the loop down the road.
The Hidden Market The government credit card market is sometimes referred to as "hidden" because there is
no convenient way to find out what local card holders buy other than surmising based on their position or the
agency they work for. For example, the office manager of a local social security office in your city probably
buys office supplies and computer equipment, while the head of a motor pool at the military base down the
road probably buys auto parts. The invisibility of the market is a double-edged sword: Card holders probably
are located in various government offices in your locale and it takes work to find them and determine what
they buy. The effort required to find them, however, may be more than offset by the reduced competition
resulting from their invisibility. If you own a local computer store, Dell may not have found its way to the
local credit card holders who buy computer equipment. And these local card holders may prefer to do business
locally. If yours is a small business, start off with a simple, low cost approach. Obtain the most comprehensive
telephone directory for your area. The "Blue Pages" of the directory usually will show a comprehensive listing
of federal, state, county, and city agencies in your geographic area, with addresses and telephone numbers.
Use these contact listings as your starting point. Call the agencies and find out who buys what with credit
cards. As an example, suppose you are a small business selling office supplies in a medium-sized city. Use the
local telephone directory to find one or more federal, state, county, or city government offices in your city.
Those offices will have an office manager or administrator who buys office supplies. This person will
probably have a credit card and can buy from you directly without having to consider other sources that is,
under certain established thresholds, as discussed above. Sound like the commercial market? Will the card
holder in this example have an office supply vendor that he is perfectly happy with? Will he want to buy from
you immediately? But, hey, what else is new in sales, right? Marketing to Credit Card Holders If you have
success with the low-cost approach, you might try reaching out to credit card holders with a marketing
campaign followed by direct sales from the leads you generate. Keep your campaign as focused and targeted
as possible. At the low cost end, you can email an electronic brochure to a targeted group of hundreds or
thousands of cardholders. But first you must find out who they are. Most government agencies maintain lists
of credit card holders, which are available to the public under freedom of information laws. The availability of
cardholder data varies by agency, and the content of cardholder records can range from name and address only
to full contact information. Cardholder records will often have: Agency name Telephone number Email
address sometimes You can obtain this public credit card data yourself for agencies in your business area.
Many Government Web sites publish credit card holder contact data, but few state and local sites do. Expect to
find the data in varying formats, in both electronic form and paper. The Internet addresses of purchasing sites
are available by state. Targeting Credit Card Holders One of the keys to selling in the government credit card
market is to determine how you can cost-effectively reach credit card holders using public contact lists. How
you do this will depend on the products or services you offer. An office supplies company might contact every
cardholder in its geographic shipping zone. The bigger the zone the more emphasis should be placed on fast
shipping at low costs and customer service. A medical supplies company might contact the cardholders in
health- related agencies. What type of message you send will depend on the type of contact information
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available for the target audience you want to reach. A laboratory supply company might send a targeted email
message to all or a subset of cardholders with email addresses with a link back to catalog information
maintained at its Web site. A small services company might start by personally calling a test group of
cardholders in its home city. A janitorial supply company might direct mail its brochure or catalog to credit
card holders in its shipping zone. You should consider starting with several targeted campaigns--i. Test
campaigns are particularly important for direct mail because of its high cost. We do not recommend sending
sales literature to fax numbers without first obtaining express permission from the recipient. There are specific
federal laws against this practice. The law in this area is in flux and far from uniform right now. In any case,
email campaigns should be targeted based on expected interest. Give buyers the opportunity to "opt out" of
future messages, and be diligent and responsive with regard to their requests. Needless to say, there are no
benefits to be gained in trying to communicate with buyers that have no use for your product or service.
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Here are 10 things you should avoid after using your gun in self defense. Call in a panic. No matter how tough
you are, your body and brain will be a mess after you pull the trigger and see a body lying on your living room
floor. Take a moment to breath deeply, calm down, and get your thoughts in order before you call authorities.
Consider learning 4-square breathing to relax. That could be misinterpreted as fleeing the scene which could
give the appearance of guilt. Move or tamper with evidence. If there are others nearby, make sure they do the
same. Have your gun in your hand when the police arrive. They will view anyone holding a gun as a threat and
will deal with you as such. Make a statement to police before you talk to your lawyer. What should you say?
There are many opinions on this, but here is one formulation: My gun is laying over there, and that is the gun
that I used to shoot my attacker in self defense because I feared for my life. I do not want to say anything else
until I have had time to talk to my attorney. I hope you understand. Fall for good cop bad cop. Talk to your
lawyer before you make any statement to police. Try your case on the spot. Police have more than one way to
get you to talk. Aside from good cop bad cop, they might challenge your use of lethal force. Lecture police on
the law or your rights. One of the worst things you can do is get belligerent or act superior. Police are human
beings and will react like anyone else if you challenge their authority, belittle their intelligence, or talk down
to them. Fail to use the word "sir. Treat them with respect. Phrases such as "yes sir" and "no sir" will go a long
way toward showing responding officers that you are the respectable, upstanding citizen you know yourself to
be. It takes time to sort out the truth of any shooting, and police are likely to do any or all of these things.
Cooperate fully and just let it all happen.
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